We turn ideas
into products.

So that fresh salads
stay longer "ultrafresh".
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Kühl- und Wärmetechnik, damit Lebensmittel länger frisch bleiben.

Self-Service Display Case

Salat bar „Ultrafresh“
Transparent and modern design meets
perfect product presentation and
comfortable removal for guests!
This air circulated refrigeration was developed especially
for the requirements of salad buffets optionally available
in HOT/COLD. Whether as a space-saving single device or
16 GN trays isolated application, this salad bar from AKE
can be used multifunctional and in any sizes!
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TEMPERATURE RANGE

Air

+ 5 °C

 erfect View: transparent glass construction in the height of 350mm and
* P
slanted glass top. Optimal presentation through the slanted displays.
* E asy Handling: smooth and gas spring supported ESG
removal flaps for easy and comfortable removal of the products
at best-possible hygiene with flaps as protection against spit and coughing.
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The picture and drawing shows theoption Switch

3M2 PRODUCT SURROUNDINGS

– 1 °C to
+ 7 °C

+ 25 °C and
60 % rel. LF

OPTIONEN

function: for quick
* switch
switchover possibility between cold
and hot operation

 areful Cooling: energy-efficient air-curtain cooling for
* C
long fresh and perfect quality of the foods.
* E asy Cleaning: totally easy cleaning and equipping of the salad bar by large and
independently standing ESG removal flaps. Evaporator unit with lifting function, low-voltage
evaporator fan and inner well in hygienic design made of stainless steel.

* O
 ptional stainless steel base for easy
installation or as mobile solution
on castors.

 elf-contained: condensing unit located underneath, can be pulled out for
* S
service purposes. Refrigerant R290 (propane), fully automatic condensate evaporation by hot
gas as option.

* special version surcharge:
Powder Coating

* Remote refrigeration: prepared for connection to CO² remote refrigeration
system, injection valve for all refrigerants available! Electronic control with
speed control of the evaporator fans and temperature display in LED.
DIMENSIONS
CUSTOMER SITE > VERSION DUO

SECTION: A-A > VERSION DUO

CUSTOMER SITE > VERSION SINGLE

SECTION: A-A > VERSION SINGLE

ITEM NUMBER

REFRIGERANT

SIZE (B X T X H) IN MM

REFRIGERATING
CAPACITY

CONNECTION

SALAT BAR GN 2/1-E SINGLE

EU386002

R290

765/695/1005

370 W

342 W

SALAT BAR GN 4/1-E SINGLE

EU386004

R290

1415/695/1005

600 W

543 W

ARTIKEL

SALAT BAR GN 6/1-E SINGLE

EU386006

R290

2065/695/1050

825 W

740 W

SALAT BAR GN 8/1-E SINGLE

EU386008

R290

2715/695/1050

1170 W

1086 W

SALAT BAR GN 4/1-E DUO

EU386024

R290

1415/1390/1005

2 x 600 W

2 x 543 W

SALAT BAR GN 6/1-E DUO

EU386026

R290

2065/1390/1050

2 x 825 W

2 x 740 W

Models also available in central refrigeration

AUSTRIAN ENGINEERING

WWW.IDEAL-AKE.AT

